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The Indonesian Archipelago 



Subduction Zones & Island Arc Model Setting 
We start learning and exploration with conceptual models 

(Economic Geology V98: pp1515-1533) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Models are the basis of much of our education and how we start to plan our exploration.  For younger geologists they are essential to begin to understand what formulates the exploration process – the pictures in our mind.  The translation of models into reality is often a much more difficult task.  What is important to recognise is that exploration it is not a rigid model constrained process but can be a very fluid process and where necessary be subject to continuous change as the knowledge base in a project area increases, along with the increasing range of experience and interpretive skills the explorationist gains over time.  It is important to vary the model to fit the field data, not try to force that data to fit a model picture.  It may be important to abandon one model regardless of how strongly pushed by management or others when facts demonstrate that this is required.



From Richards, 2003 
Economic Geology V98: pp1515-1533 

From Corbett & Leach 
(PCD = Porphyry Copper Deposit) 

Expressions of structural host sites for mineralisation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collecting information and building local deposit and geological models to suit the local project area is the basis of exploration.



Sillitoe conceptual models of porphyry and 
related mineralised systems. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use such conceptual models to guide our general understanding of mineralisation settings and exploration – they might not be easy to apply in the reality of the field within which we have to explore for them.



Geophysical & alteration expression of mineralisation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geophysical, geochemical and geological/alteration observations can help resolve the general character of the landscape we explore in but these may not fit the idealised models we see in publications. Mineral deposits are highly variable things and come in a range of related types.  Most deposits have their own unique characters determined by local circumstances, however the processes by which they formed are more universal and it is understanding and recognising the processes and how they operate and express themselves that is more important than the models in practical terms.



Bata Hijau the classic model for Indonesian porphyries. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Batu Hijau deposit took many years, lots of drill holes and several generations of geologists to sort out and piece together despite its seemingly relatively simple form.



Regional setting of project areas and mineral deposits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Location of project area near Tapaktuan in Aceh Selatan (South).  The key features are the location of the major Sumatra Fault and the relationship of the volcanic arc-trench system. 



Palaeozoic continental 
crust areas – back arc 

Oceanic 
crust 

Continental margin 
sediments, volcanics, 

intrusives 

Pliocene palaeogeography and magmatic arcs of the Indonesian region 
showing major mineralised centres.  Sumatra Fault defines a major break 
between the old Palaeozoic continental crustal areas and the continental 
margin in a classic island arc trench setting. 

Project area 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geological relationships along the western section of the Indonesian Volcanic Arc.  Important part is the continental margin (blue zone) and its interaction with the oceanic crust (green) subduction beneath it along the trench (grey).



Lake Toba 
Aceh Project 

Area 

Active Volcanism 

Major structures related to 
oblique oceanic arc 
subduction from south west 
SRTM image data 

The terrain in Aceh is an exercise in fractals – just as bad at all scales 
and even harder when you have to work in it. 

Pull-apart basins 

Strike slip faulting 

Sumatra Fault 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of structural evolution and fabric and resulting topography along the northern section of Sumatra.  Aceh Province includes most of the hilly country north of Lake Toba and excludes the flat  eastern coastal planes.



Topographic detail of project area 
SRTM image data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The topography really does not change much the closer you zoom in.



The topography really is as bad as you think.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or fly over it to get there….



Home of the Sumatran tiger, Asian elephants and pygmy 
rhinoceros. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even face to face with the trees it is rough going



Magnetite-pyrite 
endoskarn 

Intensely sheared 
clastic sediments 

Intrusive-limestone (marble) 
contact 

Polymictic clastic 
sediments 

Continental margin facies rocks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of rock types forming the continental margin out crop



Published 1:250,000 scale geology map of southern Aceh 

Palaeozoic continental 
crust areas 

Continental margin 
sediments, volcanics, 

intrusives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Area has undergone significant uplift and erosion – so looking at some depth in the crust – probably a few kilometres.



Regional stream sediment survey undertaken by Rio Tinto in early 1990s before 
the Aceh conflict commenced highlighted a number of regions of potential interest.  
Later sampling by a Meekatharra Minerals-Teck JV located gossanous outcrop at 

the two most prominent sites. 

20 km 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First stream sediments sampling done in region by British Geological Survey in 1960s (?).  Detailed work done by Rio Tinto (CRAE) as part of their wider regional assessment for porphyry systems.



Reduced to pole total 
magnetic intensity 

200 and 100 metre spaced flight lines 
Nominal 50-70 metre flight height flown  
North-South (terrain considerations) 
using a helicopter. 

First vertical derivative 
magnetic intensity 

To obtain necessary detail of 
the regional magnetic patterns 
relatively close flight line 
spacing is required. 

Due to access & logistical constraints geological mapping and detailed 
heliborne magnetics were used early in the program to outline regional 

setting, aid interpretation and for definition of target sites.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prosperity heliborne magnetic survey done in July 2010.  Approximately 4 days surveying.  This followed early phase reconnaissance geological mapping to define geology setting and scale to determine the line spacing to enable capture of the features requiring resolution.



Heli-Magnetic Results for Aceh 
Project Areas 

 

Damar 
Buwi 

Airborne magnetic data detail and 3D inversion modelling merged 
with field mapping enabled anomaly discrimination. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3D modelling of magnetic data enabled characteristics of the magnetic anomalies located to be determined and to match the styles of magnetic features with ground geological observations.  Selected features were then assessed by more detailed reconnaissance to build the regional understanding of mineralisation distribution.  This help reduce the number of remote and logistically difficult sites that needed to be followed up.



Seemingly all barren 
magnetite rich endoskarns 
and related magnetite rich 
coarse grained diorite to 
granodiorite intrusives into 
older metasedimentary 
sequences. 

Mineralised magnetite 
bearing endoskarns in 
elongate microdiorite 
intrusives and garnet-
wollastonite prograde and 
retrograde  exoskarns (Cu-
Au-Mo) about contact with 
limestone  

Numerous magnetic features of interest 
highlighted – some clearly larger intrusive 
bodies, others narrow continuous features 
mirroring the mapped stratigraphy, in 
particular limestone-intrusive contacts which 
however are related to major dilatant 
regional structures formed by oblique slip 
arc deformation. 

Importantly the area for initial exploration 
could be significantly reduced. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This first pass assessment highlighted a distinct break between probably barren and potentially mineralised target areas regionally.  Luckily the areas with best potential were those nearest the coast.  This significantly lowered the overall cost of the exploration program.



(1 m interval 1.47 g/t Au; 0.49% Cu) 

(17 metre interval from 212 metres @ 1.27g/t Au and 0.7% Cu) 
Example of outcropping magnetite endoskarn hosted 
within epidote-bearing retrograde altered microdiorite 

Early drilling was focused on the strongly 
magnetic microdiorite hosted targets with 
results giving sufficient encouragement to 
expand activities to other regional targets.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of outcrop mineralised skarn and drilled endoskarn from early drilling.  Some massive magnetite-cpy and wollastonite-magnetite adjacent to limestone-intrusive contact.  White is post-mineral carbonate fill of sheared microdiorite (Lwr L).



§    Mapping demonstrated that pronounced magnetic lows marginal to intense linear 
magnetic features were often sites for prograde garnet-pyroxene±wollastonite skarns 
which subsequently became altered by mineralised hydrothermal fluid derived from the 
intrusive. These intrusives are anomalous in Au and Cu and contain abundant magnetite. 
 
§     High grade retrograde Au-Cu skarns occur as irregular pipe-like bodies adjacent to 
the intrusive margin or associated with often large limestones blocks incorporated within 
the intrusion. These are readily located using routine soil and rock geochemistry across 
the target zone.   

Prograde garnet magnetite skarn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of skarn mineralogy garnet , wollastonite, epidote, pyroxene etc



Garnet 

Bornite 

Chalcopyrite 

Retrograde skarn  
with bornite-cpy 

Covellite 

Bornite 

Garnet 

Chalcopyrite 

Mineralisation is dominated by bornite-chalcopyrite 
assemblages in retrograde skarns; magnetite-
chalcopyrite in prograde endoskarns within the 
microdiorite intrusives.  

Examples of high grade skarn mineralisation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of sulphide–rich skarn.  Au is largely in the solid solution in the bornite and probably also in the chalcopyrite.  There is little pyrite observed with this skarn phase mineralisation.  There is no formation of alluvial Au from these rocks and the lack of pyrite limits extensive weathering (no free acid and limestone buffer).



Hydrothermal features are seen as magnetite veins, alteration of 
magnetite to pyrite, miarolitic cavities lined with feldspar and bornite 

crystals, pyrite-chalcopyrite vein fill within microdiorite. 

Magnetite 

Pyrite 

Magnetite Veins 

Miarolitic cavities Feldspar-qtz vein margin with chalcopyrite 
centre fill 

bornite 



Chalcopyrite as late fracture fill 

Late hydrothermal breccias with limestone 
& mineralised microdiorite clasts 

Polymictic intrusive breccia 

Mylonitic fabric  high compression shear surface  

Evidence of tectonic and intrusion related events 



Ongoing intrusive activity occurs as fracture 
fill reflecting continuing dilation along the 

same structural pathways 

Microdiorite 

Qtz-feldspar-porphyry 

QFP dyke 



Pelumat Prospect 
Geology & Magnetic 

expression. 

200 m 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Similar to Pan Aust Laotian deposits?).  Geology and RTP TMI image



Rock chip Results over RTP TMI Image 
Mo-Sb rock chip results 

1000 m 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that the geochemistry does not match the target high magnetic feature as might perhaps be expected by the geological model of a porphyry  zonation (magnetite cap) but preferentially sits at the contact between the microdiorite intrusive and limestone or lies away from the contact in the magnetic low zones corresponding to limestone and exoskarn.  Cu is present in magnetic endoskarn within the intrusive but values are low except in zones of endoskarn.



Rock chip Results over RTP TMI Image 
Au-Cu rock chip results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cu is associated with magnetite endoskarn – so essentially occurs in two settings exo- and endoskarn positions and within the matrix of the intrusive.  Drilling did not progressed to fully test the potential within the intrusive body.



Au 

Cu 

Some very high grade 
intersections in retrograde 
skarn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Five holes have been drilled.  Other holes are not as good as this, especially those lacking well developed skarn.  While Cu is present in the microdiorite away from skarns its values are low (0.05-0.15% range).



Samadua Project – Location in the clouds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project located in clouds above the line of the road.  Finding prospects in accessible regions is important as it significantly reduces project development costs if an ore body is delineated.  A discovery one or two ranges back may make a deposit uneconomic at any scale regardless of size due to difficult access and expensive logistical constraints.



600m x 400m 
Au-Cu 

anomaly site 

Limestone 

Microdiorite 
intrusives 

RTP TMI helicopter-borne 
magnetics 

Samadua Project – Magnetics, geology 
and Cu-Au-Mo geochemistry 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three phases of microdiorite have been mapped with the critical one being the intrusive body under the most dense area of sampling adjacent to the limestone body which forms the magnetic low.



Samadua – Au & Cu in soil samples 
over geology & magnetics 

200 m 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Composite soils were collected from 3 sample sites along 25 metre traverse and plotted at mid point.  High Au grades are notable.



Samadua Cu rock chip and soil results over detailed 
ground RTP TMI magnetics image 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
High mag zones show silica-magnetite-chlorite altered microdiorite endoskarn.



Samadua Au – Mo soil results over detailed ground 
RTP TMI magnetics image 



Kuini 
Prospect 3D model 

3D 
magnetic 
model 

Magnetite-chalcopyrite endoskarn 

Kuini Cu-Au-Mo Prospect 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example of endoskarn and contact exoskarn.  3D block model of magnetite endoskarn distribution.  Sections of holes 20-22 are shown in later slides.



Kuini Prospect – endoskarn skarn near margin of 
intrusive. Note blocks of limestone in intrusive. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See earlier block model for location



Kuini Prospect – retrograde skarn near margin of 
intrusive against major structural break. 



Hydrothermal magnetite 
veins after hematite 

Molybdenite-chalcopyrite-pyrite 
sheared and retrograde 
endoskarn 

MoS2 

py 

cpy 

Hydrothermal  
magnetite veins 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of hydrothermal magnetite veins, magnetite after hematite, Mo-cpy–py bearing altered retrograde endoskarn (up to 0.24% Mo).  Mineralogy reflects sheared nature of rocks related to post-mineral deformation.



Continental block Continental 
margin 

Oceanic arc subduction 

§    Magma intrusion is associated with structurally active dilatant regional fault traces. 
 
§ Hydrothermal fluids sourced from the intrusions are also constrained by the structural  

boundaries and structural offsets related to the faults. 
 

§ Magnetite crystallisation enables the structures to be identified in aeromagnetic surveys.  
Routine multi-element soil and rock geochemistry can identify ore mineralisation. 
 

§ There may be extensive local alteration of intrusion hosted and country rock (skarns) and 
there is generally post mineralisation deformation. 

General model for southern Aceh 
region 



Beutong exploration project area north of Pelumat 
– approximately 150 Mt indicated and inferred. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary of general relationships between rock units skarns and alteration.  Beutong lies about 15 km north of Pelumat in in the same belt of rocks.

Neil
Presentation Notes
Unmarked set by Neil



Summary geological section through 
Morococha District, Peru   

After Leon  (2007) 

An analogue at the other side of the world – without the trees 



Potosi Intrusion, Codiciada Area, Morococha, Peru 
Thanks to Honza Catchpole for the images. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The dark body is the linear intrusive body.



Now to Java 

Farewell to Aceh 



Exploration of Gunung Rosa Au-Ag- 
base metal mesothermal vein system 

in an eroded volcanic complex, 
Western Java, Indonesia  



Location of the Gunung Rosa Project 



Palaeozoic continental 
crust areas – back arc 

Oceanic 
crust 

Continental margin 
sediments, volcanics, 

intrusives 

Pliocene palaeogeography and magmatic arcs of the 
Indonesian region showing major mineralised centres. 

Project area 



Schematic volcanic intrusive model of Richards (2003) 
Economic Geology V98: pp1515-1533 

Structural model as 
mineralisation host 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar comments to first case study slightly different model setting.  Key is the splay or tear structural setting with related dilatant structures.



Mt Mahameru behind Mount Bromo, East Java. 
This highlights the short life of volcanic intrusive centres in active tectonic zones 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The age difference between the smoking volcano at the back and the extensively eroded remnant in the mid-section of the figure is probably in the order of 200,000 to 300,000 years.  Intense heavy monsoonal rains rapidly erode the ash and thin lavas from the sides of the cones as can be seen it the cone at the front.  Cones typically reach up to about 3000-4000 metres range and have a foot print of about 10-30 kilometres across.  The question is  - what depth do we assume that epithermal deposits form, where do we measure this from, present surface, sea level, top of volcano – there is about 3-4 km that may have been removed if it has been eroded to sea level.



Western Java 

North coast 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Volcanoes in West Java – essentially two belts are present.  Project is about 125 km SSE of Jakarta and might take anywhere between 2 and 5 hours to drive between the two depending on traffic.



Schematic model of a volcanic intrusive centre  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intrusive volcanic centres can have quite complex intrusive geology.  Blue lines represent progressive erosion of the landscape.



Older and 
more 

deeply 
eroded 
systems  

Young  volcanic 
systems, shallow 
exposure but rapid 
erosion  

Splay fault 

Overthrust 
block 

Tectonic setting southern coast of Java 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project coincides with a splay or tear fault zone (orange) forming as a result of differential movement on a trust block south over north (white dashed line).  There may be an intrusive at depth associated with this splay that has fed the mineralisation into the structures that form the prospect.



Terrain in the Gunung Rosa project area 
(2X vertical exaggeration) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
View south to north along the splay zone.  White dots are dill hole collars.  The thrust zone lies along the edge of the flat plain near the top of the picture.



Location of historic underground mining activities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workings and development drive as in 1990.  General view of setting in the area.  Area is in the centre of a tea plantation, but this does not hinder the work.  Site discovered by Dutch using alluvial prospecting in 1936 -37 and mined until 1942 until the Japanese invaded.  Exploded by a couple of groups in 1950s, finally by ANTAM who did regional mapping and drilling.  Entered JV with Century Mines & Metals, Perth 1989.  Drilled and underground bulk sampling undertaken, went to development phase but development capital disappeared after which apart from some illegal mining above water table has remained undeveloped despite excellent grades and significant established resources and much untested potential.



The proposed 1992 plant site as seen today.  It is 
planned to reuse this for the new development.  

Vein trace shown by yellow dashed line. 
 North to right, view to west.  



Tea plantation covers much of the area of interest beneath 
which the main vein occurs but it rarely outcrops.  



Historic mining and resource assessment blocks as in 1992. 
(Data from Century Mines and Metals NL -  ASX Report)  



A 17 hole due diligence drilling program was undertaken from mid 
2011 - early 2012 beneath the main 1992 development workings. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paramount Mining Corporation program of due diligence exploration prior to JV commitment and buy-in.



Cap Palu decline 

Main vein mined out in old workings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of vein dimensions in old mined section of workings – only centre vein removed.  Arrowed is person for scale.    Dimension of decline about 3.5 m x 4 m.  Put in for development access in 1991 to enable bulk sampling of development drives to prove reserves.



Summary results 17 hole due diligence program mid-2011-early 2012 
All sub 900 m RL and below water table and old workings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial 17 drill hole program summary of key results.  Previously mined is Dutch and Japanese mining as known.  Magenta is 1991-1992 development access for bulk sampling and production development.



3.0 m @ 26.55 g/t Au; 29.6 g/t Ag; 0.29% Zn  

Drill Pad GRD004 

GUNUNG ROSA  Hole GRD004- High Grade Intersection 
152.8 – 155.8 Metres (Recovery ≈ 95%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of drill core.  For much of central and southern portion of mineralised zone the mineralisation is strongly constrained within a structure with tight cut offs.  The structure contains fault breccia, hydrothermal breccia, intrusive breccia within otherwise massive microdiorite intrusives cut by pre-mineral by pebble dykes and related intrusive breccia typical of an intrusive complex.



GUNUNG ROSA Hole GRD005- High Grade Intersection 
168.9 – 172.4 Metres (Recovery ≈ 95%) 

GRD005021 Au 3.05 g/t 

GRD005022 Au 49.1 g/t GRD005023 Au 20.5 g/t 

GRD005024 Au 0.816 g/t 

GRD005025 Au 0.084 g/t 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A base metal vein or veins with coarse sulphide host most of the Au mineralisation.  Higher grade Zn intervals generally reflect the better Au grade zones.   In general the ore is not visually spectacular and generally lacks strong banded quartz vein development.  Chalcedony is present in some sections as late fill.  Carbonate appears to be absent, late red hematite is present.



From         To          Interval        Au g/t 

9.3 m @ 7.83 g/t ; including 5.2 m @ 12.68 g/t 

GUNUNG ROSA – Hole GRD009 Assay Results – Grade Distribution in Hole 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of grade distribution



(2m minimum vein width, 0.5m mining dilution)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inferred resource for due diligence purposes based on the initial17 hole program. A simple polygonal model is adequate for these purposes and no less reliable for the stage of the program (fit for purpose).  It is important to do these basic resource estimation exercises early in a project once significant mineralisation has been intersected to assist in decision making on the “where to” and “what do we have to do” to make various ongoing investment and exploration decisions.  How much more ore do we need to define to make a development viable and more importantly profitable.  A further 15 holes have been completed to date and an additional 10-15 holes are planned to increase the current determined resource along strike, to depth and to lift the resources to an indicated category.  A new resource calculation will be determined using more advanced modelling after the next drilling  phase is completed and underground access is re-established to permit bulk sampling, particularly in the upper levels.  The different box sizes enable the inferred resource to be quickly determined at different confidence levels in a spread sheet, (overlaps of boxes excluded) and position drill hole intersections.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to soil cover (largely ash from young volcanoes) mapping is difficult, however it is possible to show distinct zonation patterns about the area with recognized veins.  Drilling is confined to the main vein zone and no other veins have been drilled despite good grades in many outcrops.  There are numerous small diggings through the area.



Field mapping revealed a range  of intrusive 
and breccia events with various of alteration 
relationships and styles suggesting quite a 
different history than had been interpreted 
historically. 

Si-mag veins 
and sand dykes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of rock outcrop.  In many instances these rocks were interpreted to be volcanic agglomerates, which they are clearly not.  Early mapping based on such interpretation produced some interesting stratigraphic and field relationships.



Milled breccia dykes, advanced argillic & silica pyrite alteration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alteration to north of main mining operation has a range of interesting alteration and intrusive features



Milled polymictic and hydrothermal breccias, mesothermal veins 



Pebble breccia dykes  in weakly to strongly altered intrusive. 



Northern end of vein system – Cap Palu.  Typically broader sections lower grade. 

Southern end vein system. Chalcedonic silica fill, coarser sulphides. Far north vein breccia. 
 

At least 4 vein events 



Sulphide veins & breccia 

Two sphalerite colours 



RTP TMI magnetics over 
3D digital terrain model 
 
Survey was flown along 
north south lines using 50 
and 100 metre spaced flight 
lines and was completed in 
under 2 days. 

North 

Cap Palu 

Cisudi 

Cibitung 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Helimag was used to assist in geological definition of rock and alteration distribution.  Highlighted zone of silica magnetite possibly related to an intrusive at depth and inferred low alteration zone containing the recognised veins.  This low zone is proposed for IP and later drilling of vein systems.  They are well mineralised.





Magnetite destruction related to vein and wall rock 
alteration can be delineated by detailed ground 

magnetics. 

Silica-magnetite stock work veins  in microdiorite with dark 
biotite in selvedge along vein margins Hole GRD013 

Mag Sus 
high 

Mag Sus 
low 

GRD013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of earlier silica-magnetite±biotite bearing rocks and magnetite destruction by replacement along the vein by later sulphide (sphalerite-sericite).  Loss of magnetite is readily shown in magnetic susceptibility data as in hole GRD013.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rock chip values for veins.  Many of the undeveloped veins have high galena contents along with high gold.  The locals use Hg amalgam to recover Au but the galena reacts with the Hg and inhibits amalgamation and so the Au cannot be recovered and the workings are abandoned.







Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mo-Cu-Bi a bit more elevated to north into area inferred to relate to where porphyry intrusive might be present and this may reflect a temperature gradient along the vein systems perhaps to hotter sections of the system.  This is still somewhat speculative.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Soil samples 50m x 100m samples base of B top of C soil horizon; total -2mm mesh fraction.  Aqua regia digest, ICP AES analysis.







Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of particular note is the distribution of Mn and Ba.  Both appear to be depleted about the veins to the north, but in the south only Ba is strongly depleted coinciding with the vein zone and inferred alteration based on magnetic low pattern. The northern area is coincident with the higher levels of Mo-Cu-Bi and also more intense alteration and this may account for this depletion of both in that area.



Preliminary metallurgical studies are very positive. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a similar manner to getting a feel for the resource estimate numbers it is useful to look at the mineralogy of the ores to assess whether there are likely to be any metallurgical issues that will affect the mining and recovery of the ore commodities as the project advances.  Initially this can be done from relatively few petrology samples, but when the project becomes more advanced, by bulk metallurgical testing so as no embarrassing problems are revealed at mill start up.  In any event this is required for determination of ore resource and reserve determinations.



Clay-silica-pyrite sample with supergene Au (147 g/t) being guarded by a drone. 
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